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Combo bag Sunnylife for DJI Mini 4 Pro N4P-B698

Sunnylife N4P-B698 bag for Mini 4 Pro
Sunnylife  N4P-B698 is  a  high-quality  bag that  can hold all  the necessary accessories.  Its  interior  has embossed compartments for  the
drone,  controller  (additionally  secured  with  a  strap),  charger  and  5  batteries  -  thanks  to  this,  the  accessories  lie  stably  in  separate
compartments, which prevents them from bumping against each other or scampering around the bag, as well as greater safety in case of
shocks. The compartments will calmly accommodate the drone and controller with covers.
 
Safety at the highest level
The upper and lower parts of the case are separated by a wall covered with soft material, which prevents accessories stored in the upper
part from scratching the drone or controller. The pocket is sewn with a mesh that allows the user to get a sneak peek of the contents, so
they can quickly assess whether they've packed everything they need. The pocket is zippered to ensure that nothing falls out of it.
 
Convenient to carry
The bag for Mini 4 Pro is zippered with two zippers so you can open and zip it from either side. In addition, the bag has a handle allowing
you to carry it in your hand, as well as belt hooks so you can transport it on your shoulder.
 
Included
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BagStrap
 
ManufacturerSunnylifeModelNAP-B698ColorGrayWeight730gDimensions293 x 240 x 110mmCompatibilityDJI Mini 4 Pro

Price:

Before: € 40.5039

Now: € 34.50
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